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there are several theories about how a muslim state can be built. pakistan was one
of them. pakistan was created by the muslims of india and pakistan is a great
muslim nation. pakistan is a large country and has a large muslim population.

pakistan is the only nation that has always been ruled by muslims. there has been
no external rule. before moving forward let me recall what zafarulah khan said.
pakistan wanted to become a power in the middle east. the middle east was a

strategic area of the world, where the super powers were involved in their cold war.
pakistan would not like to be a pawn in this conflict. pakistan proposed that all the
countries of the middle east should join together and work jointly for the good of

the middle east. he hoped that this would be a great step towards permanent
peace in the middle east. in the history of pakistan, this was the first time that the

concept of ummah was raised by the pakistani leaders. he proposed that the
people of the middle east should come together in a common conference to discuss

their problems. for instance, they should first discuss the arab-israel conflict and
then other issues that were faced by the middle east. in this regard, zafarulah khan

went to the meeting of the middle east leaders. the meeting was held at the
babylon hotel in baghdad from november 13 to 14, 1951. a number of middle

eastern leaders attended it, including nasser, 'ali, and nuri al-said. on the following
day, the meeting was concluded at the headquarters of the supreme council of the

united arab republic. by this meeting the baghdad pact was formed. but
unfortunately, this pact was kept secret by all the three countries. to pakistan, it

was a turning point in its foreign policy to achieve permanent peace in the middle
east. 31 the main aim of the baghdad pact was to form an alliance to fight against

the soviet union and u.s. cold war.
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islamization of the muslims took place in three stages, the first stage occurred in
the pre-colonial period, the second stage was the colonial period, and the third

stage took place in the post-colonial period. pakistan introduced a new ideology for
the muslims which had not existed previously. during the british colonial period, the
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pakistan movement made a shift from being a movement against colonial rule to a
movement against indian rule. india has used the slogan of secularism to deny its

colonial past, to hide its crimes and to overcome the shame for its decision to
become a secular state. the pakistan government has not considered the issue of
secularism in a similar way. pakistan is the youngest muslim nation in the world.

pakistan had no precedent to follow, and it had no blueprint of what to do. it had to
start from scratch. in its early days, pakistan introduced an ideological system that
made a sharp distinction between the citizen and his religion. the pakistani citizen
was enjoined to observe islamic practices and to obey the islamic law in pakistan.

49 the pakistani state continued to follow this policy. in the same way, the
pakistani state also differentiated between the muslim and non-muslim people, the

former was identified with the state and the latter with the society. 50 islam was
the main source of power for the pakistan state. this was done by recognizing islam

as the state religion and in this way, giving the state a religious legitimacy. the
state was the final authority in muslim affairs. in case of a dispute between the

state and the society, the state was given the power to resolve the matter. 51 in
case of a dispute between the state and the society, the state was given the power

to resolve the matter. pakistan had to face a number of challenges. in the first
place, pakistan had to face a challenge from the non-muslim world. pakistan was a

muslim state, but it did not have a majority of muslims. the non-muslim world
wanted to give a meaning to pakistan. it wanted pakistan to be a muslim state. this

challenge was only solved by islamization of pakistan. the non-muslim world
thought that if pakistan can be a muslim state, then it will not be able to be a state
at all. 52 in order to survive this challenge, pakistan had to introduce an ideology
for its citizens and the citizens had to be taught to follow this ideology. the first

thing that pakistan had to do was to introduce a political ideology for the muslim
masses. 5ec8ef588b
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